CCIE R&S INTEGRATED TRAINING PROGRAM, COURSE
FEES, EXAM DURATION

Cisco certifications are the most sought certifications by any networking aspirants or a fresher
that has been just out of college. The expert level certification like Cisco Certified
Internetworking Expert or CCIE as it is called holds a prestigious position among the networking
professionals. Professionals all over the world train themselves hard to acquire this certification.

Need For Integrated Training
When you aspire on becoming a top-notch networking professional in the industry, an integrated
learning environment is the most suited one that you can opt for. Understanding this need of the
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aspirants, Networkers Guru came up with their integrated training program, catering to all
aspects of a professional need. They have designed the training program keeping in mind the
need of any networking professionals, be it freshers in the field or an individual with years of
experience under his/her belt opting to take on the certification path.

Networkers Guru’s Program

Networkers Guru’s integrated program caters to provide the best environment and facilities for
the students. CCIE R&S is the most opted track for CCIE since it caters towards the basic
needs and requirements of the building and maintaining a commercial networking infrastructure.
The program comprises of training and lab access for all courses required for one to become a
CCIE namely:
CCNA Routing & Switching
CCNP Routing & Switching
CCIE Routing & Switching: Both Written & Labs
MPLS, BGP
Hence opting for this training program assures that at the end of it, the candidate will have all
the necessary comprehensive knowledge required to develop, maintain and troubleshoot any
converged network infrastructure.
Each course is conducted under the guidance and expertise of certified CCIE professional who
has worked in the industry for years and on the most updated tools and devices.

Program Structure
As mentioned, the program takes into account to provide the best technical expertise possible
and hence is designed to cater the need of any fresher or networking professional who wants to
grow in the technology field. The entire program is structured into three formats, and depending
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on the candidate’s convenience, the same can opt. The details are as listed below:
Regular Batch
Under this program, candidates opt for a regular program of the duration: 6-7 Months,
on a weekly basis. This batch is ideal for freshers or for professionals who choose to
take a leave to work on their skills.
COURSE FEES: INR 1,00,000.
Fast Track Batch
At times, it isn’t possible for the individual to be available for the full duration of 6-7
months, they can opt for this 3-month program. This program is ideal for individuals
under these circumstances. Although it’s a shorter term program, no compromise is
made on the training and labs.
COURSE FEES: INR 1,35,000.
Weekend Batch
Candidates who can’t take a leave from their ongoing work can opt for the weekend
training curriculum. The course duration is for 30 Weekends and can be completed with
ease without disturbing their professional life.
COURSE FEES: INR 1,00,000.

Program Features
Opting for Networkers Guru’s training assures you to become an expert industry professional.
Along with providing comprehensive training on the devices under professional guidance, the
institute takes into account the overall development of the individual as well, a few key features
of the program are listed below:
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Personality Development Sessions: This program helps individuals to work on their
personality development aspect, grooming, soft skills are a key part of the training.
Interview Preparation: Mock interview sessions are arranged for individuals so they
feel less nervous and become for acquainted with the interview scenarios. This is held
under the guidance and supervision of industry experts.
100 % Job Placement Guarantee.
Live Cisco Training Racks for training under professional guidance, each certification
tracks has a dedicated set of lab equipment assigned.
Resume Writing by Experts and Spoken English training.
24 * 7 Lab access
Training under CCIE certified professional to train you for the future.
Hence, opting for any of the programs under Networkers Guru assures one success in the
networking and technology field. It’s of key importance to understanding the value of labs and
practical experience in a field where the emphasis is more always on practical knowledge than a
theoretical one.
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